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while preparing for the mains, it is recommended that aspirants study the best books for mpsc prelim, mains and final selection along with the mpsc merit list. most aspirants score very low in the first round of the mains due to lack of preparation. therefore, one should practise a lot before appearing for the exam. the following books and websites have useful resources for the mains and final selection. each country will be given one “sagar box” in which they will have the option of joining as
observers. the sagar box would have six services namely - maritime domain awareness, air domain awareness, space domain awareness, cyber domain awareness, information domain awareness and human domain awareness under the sagar initiative, india will share its maritime domain awareness capabilities with its maritime neighbours. in order to do so, india will be setting up a maritime domain awareness centre (mdac) in kolkata. the mdac will be a high-level, global-class centre for

monitoring maritime domain awareness information and analysis. it will have a well-equipped library and training facilities. sagar is now in the definition phase. the sagar initiative hopes to establish a free trade zone with the participation of its maritime neighbours. the initiative will also have a robust security partnership, enhanced maritime domain awareness, connected security, and a fully equipped cyber domain for defensive and offensive operations. while the sagar initiative will
strengthen india’s maritime domain awareness, the concept is predicated on the fact that it will be far more than a mdac. it is a step towards a “sagar box” in the indian ocean region. under the sagar initiative, india will be sharing the information it collects about its maritime domain with its neighbours. each of the six services will have to be operationalised in the region.
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the final mpsc examination is held in two stages. a semi-final stage of 3 hours duration takes place and an examination of three hours duration with negative marking takes place. the first is held on the second saturday of may every year and the other examination is conducted
in the first week of july every year. k sagar prakashan has been publishing upsc books for more than 33 years. its product range includes mpsc, upsc, ssc, gramsevak, police, judiciary, agriculture, irrigation, education, law, health, women&child, translated, others. it also

publishes books for exams like civil services, banking, railways, engineering, ias, banking, ibps, itras, upsc, ssc, and tet. you can access books at the books are printed and published using the best technology available. the books are printed in good quality. all the books are
printed in single-colour with the help of modern printing machines and have a cover of the highest quality. the books come with an attractive design and are printed by the best printing presses in the country. the books are printed by hand. the printing process involves the use

of high-quality ink and paper. k sagar books: it was in a keynote address to the indian ocean rim association (iora) when prime minister narendra modi articulated a vision for the sagar initiative by stating that our vision for the indian ocean region is rooted in advancing
cooperation in our region and to use our capabilities for the benefit of all in our common maritime home weaknesses: the weakness of the sagar initiative is due to its capacity and execution. although india has the capability to offer the maritime assets it has limited capacity to

execute it. the limitation of capacity, coupled with a lack of international coordination, will fail in living up to the expectations of its maritime neighbours. 5ec8ef588b
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